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Relationships are the heart of referrals. Meeting the physicians within your

circle of practice is simply the best way to build rapport and will be the

foundation of your relationship building.

The best part- it doesn't need to be intimidating or scary. 

For some of us this may seem like a daunting task. However, with this

guide, I have laid out a process that even the most introverted of

chiropractors will be able to use for their success.

And remember, "MD meetings", are not exclusive to Medical Doctors. The

same tactics and strategies can be used for meeting with all types of health

care providers. 

It's all about going in with the right plan, following through, and then

following up. You will be shocked at how many providers will welcome you

with open arms. 

Are you ready to change more lives, impact more people, and take a step

up in your community? 

Let's get started!

Introduction
MD meetings don't need to be intimating. Go in with a plan and
come out with referrals. 



Hi! I'm Jeff- a chiropractor, writer, speaker, and all around tech-savy guy. 

How did I get started? 

My great-grandfather was a chiropractor in the 1920's, so I guess you could

say that chiropractic is in my blood. But, just like those early pioneers in

chiropractic that were exploring new ground; I believe we are at a new

tipping point , a new crossroads, and have huge new opportunity in front of

us. 

Let's Change Some Lives...

So, with a ton of passion to help chiropractors grow, I founded The

Evidence Based Chiropractor . Over the past few years I have been

fortunate to impact thousands of chiropractors around the world. How? I

take the best chiropractic research and put a complete marketing system

behind it so that chiropractors can build referral relationships with other

healthcare providers in their community. 

It makes sense right? 

But, I don't like to sit still. I was desperate to reach even more chiropractors

and make an even bigger impact. 

So I decided to start The Evidence Based Chiropractor Podcast  (weekly

research and marketing in the time it takes to get your office), The Evidence

Based Chiropractor YouTube Channel  (for, well you know...videos), The

Smart Chiropractor  (research based social media marketing), and I wrote a
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book .

You can find me traveling, speaking at chiropractic conferences, attending

tech events, creating chiropractic content, hanging out with my family,

playing music, and surfing (at least whenever we get waves in Florida). 

Thank you for reading and paying attention. Now, let's go make a ruckus,

Jeff

https://www.amazon.com/Marketing-Chiropractic-Medical-Doctors-Step/dp/1522924213/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1497451871&sr=8-1&keywords=marketing+chiropractic


Setting Up the
Meeting

A highly targeted list of physicians
is the most crucial aspect of your

outreach and marketing. 



Setting up your meetings is much easier than you think.

If you are a member of The Evidence Based Chiropractor then you should

be working with a list of roughly 50 physicians in your area who are

receiving your monthly MD Research Briefs. This list is a great starting

point. 

If you have already received referrals from an MD in your area then I would

move those MD’s to the top of your list. Then, I recommend that you sort

the remaining offices by size, location, and practice type. Often, smaller

offices are easier to get into and have less restriction regarding referrals.

Also, offices which are physically closer to your practice will be more

appealing than those at the edge of your circle of practice.

Below, you will find my script for calling your local MD offices. Feel free to

alter the script to fit your personal style. It should feel natural and

comfortable. This is a great activity to delegate to a member of your staff. 

Sample Meeting Set Up Script- “Hello, my name is Jeff Smith and I

am calling on behalf of Dr. Jones at Jones Chiropractic. He has

co- managed quite a few patients with your doctor but they have

never had the opportunity to meet. He would love to come by and

learn more about your office. Who can I speak to in order to set

up the meeting?”

#1- SETTING UP THE
MEETING



Also, provide the person making these calls with a “cheat sheet”. This

should include all of your pertinent practice information. Some of these

items include- address/location, phone number, fax number, email, website.

It's that simple.



What to Bring
Keys, wallet, phone...activator? 



Make the referral process as easy as possible for the office.

Preparing your content for the meeting is extremely important. A few

careful selected items will go a long way. Also, when prepping your content,

you can make a dozen or two completed “packages” and they will be ready

to go when you need them in the coming months (which saves time later

on). 

Start with a branded folder with your practice name, address, etc. Inside I

recommend having an introduction letter, a current research brief, your

practice information sheet, business cards, a referral pad, and any other

promotional items.

All members of The Evidence Based Chiropractor have access to a MD

Introduction Letter. This letter establish’s a framework for some of the key

points which you will convey during your meeting. These key points are

discussed in detail in the next section of this guide.

Your latest monthly MD Research Brief should also be included. This gives a

nice “preview” of the content they will receive each month and sets the

precedent that you are looking to build a long term relationship based on

the highest quality peer-reviewed research.

I also prepare a separate folder containing the "best of" research from The

Evidence Based Chiropractor. A paper on headaches, neck pain, back pain,

sciatica, ESI vs. Manipulation, NSAID and manipulation, etc. These will be

essential reference points as you use the Socratic method to determine the

needs of the physician, and how your office can address those needs.  

#2- WHAT TO BRING



During the
Meeting

Don't solicit. Socratic.  



Alright, you have set up the meeting, prepared your materials and are now

ready to go. 

Upon arriving you should introduce yourself at the front desk and meet as

many of the front office staff as possible. Often, they are scheduling, taking

phone calls, and quite possibly making the referrals. You don’t need to go

overboard, however, making some small talk, offering a smile and

handshake can go a long way. Front desk staff tend to be overlooked, so

taking a few minutes to introduce yourself can really set a great

impression.

Top priority with your meeting is to establish some rapport, and generally

get the physician to have a favorable impression of you (i.e. - they should

“like” you). We tend to refer to our “friends” and people whom we have had

favorable results with in the past. We do business with people we know,

trust, and like.

The easiest way to do this is to ask them about their practice. Find out how

long they have been in practice, if they reside in the area, etc. This is a

great way to build rapport and it also transitions nicely into getting the

information you need for your presentation. Next, casually inquire about

whether or not they see many patients with spine complaints in their

practice. Briefly, inquire about their current treatment protocols for spine

conditions. These questions are extremely important! 

 When you ask about their treatment protocol they will typically respond

with one of three answers.

#3- DURING THE MEETING



1) Treat in-house (medications)

2) Referral for Physical Therapy

3) Referral to another MD/DO (Neurologist, Orthopedist, etc.)

Thankfully, chiropractic has distinct advantages over each of these

treatment options. Simply establish your value-add and let them know how

you can make things easier/better for their practice and their patients. This

is something I dive into during the implementation call for all members

of The Evidence Based Chiropractor. 

This should be a short and sweet conversation depending upon the amount

of time you have with the doctor. You do NOT want to overwhelm them

with chiropractic treatment protocols. Many of these physicians are not

very familiar with chiropractic; so start slowly! However, if they inquire

about treatment protocols and technique then by all means dive right in. 

The next item I like to address are the “Big 3” hurdles to referrals. It is

essential that you let the physician know the following items-

Patients do not receive long term treatment plans, but rather a short

trial course of care to determine their response to treatment. 

Case notes are faxed over upon evaluation of the patient (The Evidence

Based Chiropractor provides templates for our members) 

You are not a primary care office and believe that co-management and

interdisciplinary communication is essential to optimal patient

outcomes. 

These are the 3 big hurdles that many MD’s have regarding patient

referrals. It is best to address them up front. Additionally, you want to make

sure the physician is aware that you do everything possible to make

referrals easy and quick. Depending upon your volume and office structure

you can promote that referred patients are seen the same day, within 24

hours, or within 48 hours. 

At this point you have covered most of the imperative topics. If the

physician has additional interest in safety and efficacy with



certain conditions you can discuss these topics and pull the research from

your previously prepared folder. 

The bottom line is that our biggest perceived “competition” for these

referrals is physical therapy and NSAID’s. In reality, we have no competition

because our service is unique, effective, and safe. Building the referral

relationship is based on exposing these MD’s to the unique aspects of

chiropractic care and helping them understand the service we offer.

Statistically, the traditional protocols of spine care are woefully inadequate,

yet, as we know, it’s very difficult to change a habit! This is no different for

referrals; and why consistent, positive, educational, and motivational

outreach is the key to building this relationship.

Finishing up, it’s always important to let that doctor know that as a trusted

referral partner, he can expect to receive a monthly MD Research

Brief from you highlighting an important study in musculoskeletal care.



Lunch
To bring lunch or not to bring
lunch? That is the question. 



Providing lunch for the doctor or staff is not mandatory. However, you will

want to make that decision before calling their office so there is no

confusion.

If you have the budget to provide lunch, it is a nice gesture and creates a

fantastic first impression. If providing lunch is outside of your budget, the

meeting is still extremely valuable. 

If you decide to provide lunch-

We have found that local, healthy wrap’s, sandwiches, and salads are

winners. You should be able to find a local restaurant which will be able to

provide a wrap (individual or platter), salad bowl, and individual beverages

for roughly $5.00 per person. You may also be able to work out a volume

discount if you arrange to do quite a few lunches over the course of a few

weeks or months. I was able to negotiate a 10% discount with my local

shop.

I recommend avoiding restaurants that require the food to be kept hot or

necessitate an elaborate set up. On occasion, I have had lunches start later

than expected due to a last minute add-on to the doctor’s schedule. In

these cases, it’s nice to provide wraps because they won’t get cold or

messy.

As a note- you should check with the office to inquire about any food

allergies or preferences. 

#4- LUNCH



Follow-Up
Persistence, committment, success 



 Immediately upon leaving the office you should open your tracking sheet

and input the names of the staff, document your general feelings regarding

the meeting, and transcribe any other notes you may have regarding your

visit. It’s important to do this RIGHT after you leave the office because most

of the information will be forgotten in the next 30- 45 minutes unless you

write it down. Our free tracking sheets  can provide you a blueprint for

further communication.

Remember, habits (referral or personal) are hard to break. It will take

consistent communication for you to establish yourself as their first choice

for musculoskeletal care. However, once you begin to receive referrals from

a variety of MD’s in your area it will greatly impact your practice and

provide you with exposure that many chiropractors do not yet have. This

guide was developed from research articles and my personal experience

building a referral based practice. 

 If you believe you could, or should, have more referrals from other providers

in your community then I invite you to join us at The Evidence Based

Chiropractor . We will give you the entire system, and the content, needed

to bridge the gap and grow your practice. 

You should use the opportunity to meet with MD’s as a vehicle to promote,

establish, and enhance relationships through an authentic and elegant

program that begins with you!  

#5- FOLLOW-UP

https://www.theevidencebasedchiropractor.com/mdmeetingtrackingsheet
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Ready for More
New Patients?

Let's implement what you just
learned in this guide. 

Join The Evidence Based Chiropractor
now and receive a 30 minute

implementation call directly with me!

Click Here to Discover More!

https://theebc.samcart.com/products/the-evidence-based-chiropractor-membership
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